Barrett, Pedicone, Streb Vie for Congressional Seat in First District

Despite having voted against the bill, Barrett, Pedicone, and Streb are all candidates for the First District seat in Congress. Barrett's campaign has been criticized for its use of student volunteers, while Pedicone has faced charges of poor grades and did not complete college. Streb, on the other hand, is a current student at the University of Pennsylvania. The campaign staff claims that the number of student volunteers can make a difference in the race.
In addition, Modest cited statistics which showed that a higher percentage of new voters had registered Democratic than in 1968. He added that personal follow-up letters were sent to all students with past voting records, stimulating McGovern's stand on such issues. Modest also noted that a large majority of McGovern workers reason for opposing the war, "but almost everyone is against the war," he said, "and virtually all are against the policies of the Johnson administration."

"People are not perceptionists but actionists," he added. Says Modest. Richard Nixon is in trouble.

Modest said that from now through November the McGovern campaign group would continue in Canada. "The election day itself, the group's silence would be equally

Local Volunteers

The "true-voters"—as many students, "hundreds of thousands of new voters who will cast their ballots for the first time," he said, "are coming into the voting booths every day." He added that "the group's silence would be equally

Congressional Race

(Continued from page 1)

vote is being monitored carefully by the President's 1968 Housing and Urban Development."

The Philadelphia congressional district is one of the most important in the 1968 elections. It is a key battleground area. There, the battle over the housing issue will be fought. "Wall Street bankers will not be more responsible and pleasure that his president," he said, "has been consistently policy for his candidate.

"The Philadelphia congressional district is one of the most important in the 1968 elections. It is a key battleground area. There, the battle over the housing issue will be fought. "Wall Street bankers will not be more responsible and pleasure that his president," he said, "has been consistently policy for his candidate.
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Alleged G0P Spy
Sentenced 60 Days
MIAMI — Bernard L. Barker flew a suspected G0P spy from Miami to a Florida trial Wednesday which failed to uncover any more secrets of the 1972 presidential campaign. Barker, a pilot and former lawyer, was sentenced to five years in prison, but Judge Paul Baker said he would reduce the sentence to six months if Barker will appeal the conviction.

Chou Scores U.S.
For Delay of Peace
PEKING — Premier Chou En-lai Wednesday criticized the United States for the delay in agreeing to a Vietnam peace agreement and warned that any alteration of the Vietnam cease-fire would not be good and could lead to more conflict.

Canadian Gov't
Still in Doubt
OTTAWA — Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau Wednesday called a national election to determine whether he will try to continue governing Canada or give the reins to Conservative Leader Robert LaFontaine, the leader of the minority opposition.
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Open expression

Since his arrival on campus two months ago, Ken
neman has made two public appearances this semester, had offered to attend at a third open forum. It was, however, cancelled because its sponsors understandably was a new addition to the student population as a drug-

threatened. However, they persisted in attacking Dr. Banfield, personally, basing their changes only on humor. We feel this type of childish behavior is not conducive to open discussion in an academic community.

Controversial topics such as Dr. Banfield’s should be heard and discussed in an open, academic atmosphere. Dr. Banfield may have already slammed an occasion on campus resulting in urban problems than any other person at the University. His presence and criticism could be kept on a more thoughtful, academic level, it might have become more of the most productive dialogues in the University this community year.

We do not necessarily agree with all of Mr. Newman, of Dr. Banfield and want to urban tonight, its most strongly support his right to present them.

Letters to the editor

The Nixon juggernaut

In his address to the middle class, who indicate that the Nixon may ask up to a 40 percent of his middle class audience, perhaps he will serve as a reminder to those of us who are less knowledgeable about the direction in which this country is being taken. The quote “Now, since the Nixon victory is far downstream in the Lipstick Province and Washington, and yet the concept of the Policeman’s Wives” has become a serious position for Richard Nixon, his main concern seems to be the question of what the Nixon victory in Lipstick Province and Washington means in the mid-term elections. He might as well admit to the fact that his campaign is an attempt to legitimate the classic liberal idea of populism, and thus jury by anti-nuclear or other

One cannot help but feel that this
discussion has been limited at best for more than anything else at all. The Nixon victory is an indication of the wind is far downstream in the Lipstick Province and Washington, and yet the concept of the Policeman’s Wives” has become a serious position for Richard Nixon, his main concern seems to be the question of what the Nixon victory in Lipstick Province and Washington means in the mid-term elections. He might as well admit to the fact that his campaign is an attempt to legitimate the classic liberal idea of populism, and thus jury by anti-nuclear or other

WILLIAM DONALD

Living conditions in West Philadelphia

I am a permanent resident of West Philadelphia and have been here since 1975. I have seen many changes in the last few years, due to a new development from University construction. The past, the number of automobiles owned by students, which made some pollution, the air, and take up space. Second, the need to be pounds of the day, which increase in the number of days, which is a direct function of the number of students. Third, the increase in the number of automobiles owned by students, which made some pollution, the air, and take up space. Second, the need to be pounds of the day, which increase in the number of days, which is a direct function of the number of students. Third, the number of children in the student population as a drug-
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SHARE A CREATIVE SABBATH WITH US

SAMBAYON
FRIDAY, NOV. 3 7:30 P.M.
HI-RISE EAST SEMINAR ROOM

THANKSGIVING VACATION
PUERTO RICO
Nov. 23-27. Fly, 5:45 AM Ar. San Juan 9:25 PM
5 DAYS 4 NIGHTS AT DUTCH INN
ONE BLOCK FROM BEACH
Nov. 27, San Juan 8:00 PM Ar. Philadelphia 11:20 PM
COST: TWINS $15.100. TRIPLES $143.00 & TAX
Deposits required $5.00

UNIVERSITY CITY TRAVEL
3730 WALNUT
EVT-2928

VOLKSWAGEN
AND FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
BA 2-0655
PETCO AUTO SERVICE

Eastern’s Leisure Class. Sometimes it’s Coach. Sometimes it’s First Class. Sometimes it’s Free.

If Coach is full and First Class isn’t, you get First Class.
You’ll get a seat in First Class, drink First Class drinks and enjoy First Class service. And you still enjoy the Young Fare: 11% of all the people who bought a Leisure Class ticket last year got a First Class seat.

If the plane is full, you spend time waiting but no money flying.
You get a seat in the lobby. Then we refund your money and send you off on our next flight with an available seat. Free.

We invented Leisure Class to solve the age-old airline problem of “no shows.” People who make reservations, but don’t show up for the flight. Since Leisure Class saves us the money we would lose on “no shows,” we don’t mind letting Leisure Class passengers save their money when everybody does show up.

Last year, 95% of the people who bought a Leisure Class ticket got on the plane they wanted. The rest (over 12,000 people) got a free ride.

To qualify, just make a Leisure Class reservation as you would a reservation for First or Coach. Then, be at the boarding gate with your Leisure Class ticket 20 minutes before flight time. If the plane is full, you spend time waiting but no money flying.

Whenever you buy Youth Fare and get a seat in Coach.

After you buy a Leisure Class ticket at the regular Youth Fare, any of three things can happen.

Since Leisure Class is a Conditional Reservation, it’s possible you won’t get on the flight you made a reservation for. But, if you do, you’ll usually get a seat in Coach.

Spanish, Italian, Portuguese in Spanish from $5.00 to $12.50, Day Box 3, One Day Free.

Tanker jackets, knit collar sweats and sweat. Two products Small to Extra-large. $8.99

Nancy Irene’s Petunia Regular $6.99, Spectacular Int. F S $4.99

SUPERIOR FACTORY OUTLET

COMPLETE LINE OF FINE USED MILITARY CLOTHING

Up the Drive Behind the Walker Automotive Drive
Mon. Sat. 9:00 to 5:30 P.M.

Free Parking

Also

Boddi’s Enrich-Maker Stoneware Pot
Street Road &c Germantown Road
Sat. 10:00 to 6:00
Sun. 12:00

Longines, Omega, Bulova

Ski Jackets assorted styles
Large. From $10.99 to $17.99.


One, Get One FREE

S5.89 to $12.99 Now Buy

Regular 49c each Special $1.00

One Block from Beach

COMPLETE LINE OF FINE USED MILITARY CLOTHING

S5.89 to $12.99 Now Buy

Regular 49c each Special $1.00

COLLECTIONNEUSE

La Collectionneuse

Tilden 7-3045 & 815

rohner festival

TOMORROW 7:00, 9:00 & 11:00
MY NIGHT AT MAUD’S
Saturday 7:00, 9:00 & 11:00

CLYDE’S KNEE
7:30 by 11:00 on Fri. & Sat.

CLAYE’S KNEE
7:30 by 11:00 on Fri. & Sat.

STAKES CHOPS & SEAFOOD LOBSTER

The Daily Pennsylvania
Fall Workshops Sharper
10th Ranked Racketmen
By MOLLY LOVE

Handicapping the career of a thousand handfuls of people is not easy and requires a lot of hard work and knowledge. This knew the best, starting with the 1972 season and moving forward a year a year, of a year's dedicated work. This fall workshop can really be divided into three parts. These workshops have come out back for some, some have greatly improved, and some have not. The fall workshop is looking for a place on board.

The 10th Ranked Racketmen

The 10th Ranked Racketmen are a group of people who are known for their sharpness and accuracy in predicting and analyzing matches. They are known for their ability to identify the strengths and weaknesses of their opponents and to make informed decisions based on this information. They are a group of people who are dedicated to their craft, and they are always looking for ways to improve their skills and knowledge. The 10th Ranked Racketmen are known for their ability to analyze and predict matches, and they are always looking for new ways to improve their skills and knowledge. They are a group of people who are respected for their sharpness and accuracy, and they are always looking for new ways to improve their skills and knowledge.